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(From L to R in front) G M Pillai, Founder Director General, WISE; Steve Sawyer, Secretary General, Global
Wind Energy Council (GWEC); Dr Klaus Rave, Chairperson, GWEC; and Hans Jorgen Koch, Deputy State
Secretary, Danish Ministry of Climate and Energy, during the inauguration of 'Wind Power India 2011'.
(Standing behind from L to R) R Christodas Gandhi, CMD, TEDA; Tulsi Tanti, CMD, Suzlon Energy Ltd; and V
Subramanian, former Secretary, Ministry of New and Renewable Energy, Govt. of India.

(From L to R) Ajai Vikram Singh, Former Secretary, Ministries of Defence & MNRE, and Chairperson, WISE;
Deepak Gupta, Secretary, MNRE; B K Chaturvedi, Member (Energy), Planning Commission, Govt of India; Dr
Pramod Deo, Chairperson, CERC; and Seema Paul, CEO, Shakti Sustainable Energy Foundation, New Delhi, at
the inauguration of the workshop on 'Achieving 12% Green Electricity by 2017', held in May 2011 in New
Delhi.
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rowth is an organic process; this applies to institutions as well. Growth could be
defined in both quantitative and qualitative terms and we are glad to report that
our focus and success has been in qualitative growth. 2011-12 has been one such
successful year wherein WISE diversified and upgraded its work in tandem with the
growth of sustainable energy in India. Notwithstanding the tortuous and volatile policy,
industrial, and investment environment in the RE sector, WISE continued to support its
growth. Our optimism that renewables are the future of the energy sector has always
been our credo.
A recent distinctive new trend is the growing interest of state governments in looking at
renewables as an option for sustainable energy security. While the mounting problems in the conventional
sector are one decisive factor in this turnaround, the drastic reduction in the price of solar PV modules has been
another major contributor to this newfound enthusiasm. WISE forayed into many Indian states this year,
including the north-east, for doing an evaluation of small wind-solar hybrid systems for the Ministry of New and
Renewable Energy, Govt. of India. Besides, we also prepared an ‘RE Action Plan for Bihar’, began work on the
'Action Plan for Comprehensive RE Development in Tamil Nadu’, continued our support to the Orissa Electricity
Regulatory Commission, assisted the Gujarat Power Corporation Ltd for assessing wind farm feasibility, etc. Our
exclusive focus this year was on the state of Karnataka, and involved identifying grassroots level impediments
and barriers to RE implementation in the state, fielding workshops and an exclusive conference in Bengaluru on
this issue, with full support from the Karnataka government.
WISE is often referred to as a 'think tank' in the sustainable energy sector. True to this image, we continued to
undertake original research studies aimed at generating knowledge in support of accelerated development of
RE in India. One such important study supported by the Shakti Sustainable Energy Foundation, New Delhi, was
on 'Achieving 12% Green Electricity by 2017' (and 15% by 2020). The aim was to clearly identify the implications
of the15% RE national target declared under the NAPCC. This was a unique, one-of-its-kind exercise in the
country. The findings were presented in a workshop in New Delhi, chaired by B K Chaturvedi, Member (Energy),
Planning Commission. Other dignitaries included Dr Pramod Deo, Chairman, CERC; and Deepak Gupta,
Secretary, MNRE. The findings were well received and there was a consensus that government targets should
consider them. Since coal is the mainstay of India's electricity sector now, understanding the future of coal in
India is vital to India's energy security. This is another unique year-long research study we began this year.
Besides doing an in-depth analysis of coal in India's electricity sector, we would also be identifying sustainable
alternatives to coal.
WISE continued its knowledge support to the RE industry, besides holding workshops and training programmes
on RE all over the country 'Wind Power India 2011', the biggest wind event in India, was organised by WISE in
collaboration with the Indian Wind Turbine Manufacturers’ Association, and the Global Wind Energy Council.
We also undertook projects assigned by MNRE in the following areas: ‘Comparative evaluation of incentives to
RE-based grid and off-grid systems and evolving normative guidelines for revised incentives for off-grid
systems’, and supporting the ministry's efforts to make solar water heating mandatory in urban areas across the
country. Overall, our aim was to holistically support growth of the RE sector, which we did with utmost
commitment and sincerity. For this, I wish to thank the faculty and staff of WISE for their hard work and
diligence. I am also thankful to our funding partners for their financial support, and the Chairperson and
members of our Governing Council for their guidance and cooperation.

G M Pillai
Founder Director General
WISE

Centre for Wind Power
The Centre for Wind Power is today recognised as the ‘Knowledge
Management and Consultancy Hub’ for the wind industry in India. It
functions as the nodal centre for developing industry-institution tie-ups,
disseminating information to the wind power sector, and establishing
collaborative partnerships with global leaders for project
development, JV identification, human resource development, and
policy research. The Centre also possesses expertise in wind resource
analysis and management, and wind farm design, and is equipped
with state-of-the-art software to carry out these functions.

During the financial year 2011–12, the Centre for Wind
Power (CWP) initiated/completed various assignments as
follows:
PROJECTS
1. Preparing the ‘Action Plan for Comprehensive
Renewable Energy Development in Tamil Nadu’ for
Shakti Sustainable Energy Foundation, New Delhi.
2. Evaluating the scheme on 'Small Wind Energy and
Hybrid Systems' for the Ministry of New and Renewable
Energy (MNRE), Govt. of India.
3. Facilitating identification of Joint Venture partnership
for manufacturing wind turbine gearboxes in India for an
international client.
4. Providing consultancy services for wind farm feasibility
assessment at Charanka, Gujarat, for Gujarat Power
Corporation Ltd.
5. Undertaking techno-commercial bid evaluation for
setting up of wind power projects of 8 MW capacity at
Rekulakuta, Bukkaraya Samudram Mandal, Anantapur
district; and 2 MW at Kondamedapalli, Kolimagundala
Mandal in Kurnool district, Andhra Pradesh, for the New
and Renewable Energy Development Corporation of
Andhra Pradesh Ltd.
6. Providing consultancy services for accelerated wind
power development in Karnataka for Suzlon Energy Ltd,
Pune.
7. Preparing Detailed Project Report (DPR) and bid
document for project titled 'Scaling-up Access to
Electricity in Rural Areas' for the Ministry of New and
Renewable Energy, Govt. of India.
CONFERENCES

stalwarts from the global wind arena, namely the Global Wind
Energy Council (GWEC), and the Indian Wind Turbine
Manufacturers’ Association (IWTMA), and organised 'Wind
Power India 2011' from 7–9 April 2011 at the Chennai Trade
Centre, Chennai. The 3-day event received an overwhelming
response from the global wind community with the presence
of over 500 delegates, 120 exhibitors, and 50+ renowned
speakers from the national and international wind industry.
There was a footfall of more than 3,200 visitors to the
conference-cum-exhibition, making it the largest ever
international wind power show in India.
A major highlight of the conference was the presentation of
‘Awards of Excellence’ to various stakeholders from the Indian
wind industry in recognition of their meritorious achievements.
A special commemorative envelope on Wind Power India 2011
was also released at the event. Two major publications, namely
the India Wind Energy Outlook 2011 report—a joint publication
of GWEC, WISE and IWTMA—and the special conference issue
of WISE’s bimonthly magazine Green Energy on wind power
were released at the conference.
As part of the event, a parallel ‘One-day Conference on Small
Wind Power and Hybrid Systems’ was held on 8 April 2011.
The event witnessed the formal launch of the Indian Small
Wind Association (InSWA), the formation of which was
facilitated by WISE’s Centre for Wind Power. 'Wind Power
India 2011' also featured five Knowledge Fora—a series of
official side events comprising customised business meets
and workshops offering unique networking opportunities.
TRAINING PROGRAMMES AND WORKSHOPS
Small Wind and Hybrid Systems: Opportunities and
Challenges

Wind Power India 2011
Following the resounding success of Wind India 2006 and
Wind India 2008, WISE joined hands with two international

WISE organised a 2-day comprehensive training programme
on 'Small Wind and Hybrid Systems' in October 2011 in WISE.
WISE Annual Report 2011–12
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Centre for Wind Power

Glimpses
‘Wind Power India 2011’ Conference

The programme covered the basic principles, technology, range of
applications, system designing and engineering, financial viability and
analysis, and government policy and incentives available for the small
wind sector. Besides WISE’s in-house faculty, experts from the industry,
academia and government agencies conducted sessions at the
programme.
Workshop on Action Plan for Comprehensive Renewable Energy
Development in Tamil Nadu

Release of the ‘Indian Wind Energy Outlook 2011’ report at the
hands of the dignitaries.

This unique project is supported by Shakti Sustainable Energy Foundation,
New Delhi; CII (southern region); and the Tamil Nadu Energy Development
Agency. The project aims to reassess the RE potential of Tamil Nadu on a
Geographic Information System (GIS) platform and prepare an action plan
for RE development that will provide policy/regulatory assistance and
evaluate the long-term monetary, social, and environmental benefits to
the state, making Tamil Nadu an energy efficient and energy secure 'green'
state. As part of the project, an initiation workshop was held in November
2011 in Chennai to generate awareness among the stakeholders and
garner their views and opinions so as to strengthen the Action Plan. The
workshop was attended by senior functionaries from the state
government and focused on critical issues such as gas generation for
balancing wind power, pumped hydro storage, repowering challenges and
issues, voluntary REC market, price trajectory of solar panels, etc.
FUTURE MAJOR ACTIVITIES

Release of a special commemorative envelope on 'Wind Power
India 2011'.

• To co-organise ‘Wind Power India 2012’ International Conference and
Exhibition from 28–30 Nov 2012 in Chennai in association with GWEC
and IWTMA, and organise a one-day parallel 'Small Wind and Hybrid'
conference as part of the event. The second 'India Wind Energy
Outlook 2012' will also be prepared and released at the conference.
• To continue with the ongoing project on developing an ‘Action plan for
comprehensive RE development in Tamil Nadu’. As part of this,
reassessment of wind (both onshore and offshore), solar, biomass and
small hydro potential for the state would be carried out, besides
development of an exclusive GIS interactive portal.

A view of the audience at the conference.
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• To develop a project proposal for electricity access in tribal areas of
Maharashtra. The assignment (awarded by MNRE) will be funded by
the Department for International Development (DFID), UK, with
assistance from the World Bank. The project will in particular explore
the possibilities of extending electricity to tribal areas in Nandurbar
district. CWP will be involved in developing a detailed project report,
business model, and bid document, and will also assist in project
execution.

Centre for Wind Power

Glimpses
‘Wind Power India 2011’ Exhibition

CORE ACTIVITIES: CENTRE FOR WIND POWER
Ÿ

Conducting training programmes in wind resource analysis, wind power management, etc., for policy makers,
professionals from the wind industry, academicians, students, etc.

Ÿ

Consultancy services to project developers, industries, research institutes, investors, state nodal agencies,
power utilities, regulatory commissions, etc., for:
Ø

Due diligence for wind resource, project financing, technical and policy issues.

Ø Evaluation of techno-economic offers for investors.
Ø Preparation of pre-feasibility/feasibility reports, and detailed project reports.
Ø Wind resource assessment, micrositing, and wind farm design using state-of-the-art software.
Ø Performance analysis of wind turbines and wind farms.
Ø Policy support and financial advisory for setting up projects.
Ø Research and development studies, surveys, as well as analytical inputs for wind power development.
Ø Knowledge exchange with the academia and industry.

WISE Annual Report 2011–12
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Centre for Climate and Sustainability Policy
The Centre for Climate and Sustainability Policy works at the cutting edge of
RE policy and implementation, covering major areas of research such as
climate energy scenarios, future energy security issues, accelerated
deployment of RE technologies through RE action plans and policy
support, and enhancement of complex decision-making capabilities at
institutional levels. The Centre has developed an integrated vision
spanning climate policy and energy security issues, combining
expertise in energy economics and technologies with sustainability
of development.

The Centre for Climate and Sustainability Policy (CCSP)
carried out the following activities in 2011–12.
PROJECTS
Comparative Evaluation of Incentives to RE-based Grid
and Off-grid Systems and Evolving Normative Guidelines
for Revised Incentives for Off-grid Systems
This project was supported by MNRE under the 'Access to
Clean Energy' programme of the United Nations
Development Programme. The major objective was to
compare the subsidies and support levels offered to gridconnected and off-grid technologies in India, and suggest
appropriate changes in policy in order to provide a levelplaying field to different RE technologies.
Various appropriate mechanisms for equitable distribution
of support to the different RE technologies for accelerating
their deployment was also made by the Centre. These span:
(1) both large and small wind technologies, (2) solar
technologies in photovoltaics (PV), concentrated PV,
concentrated solar power modes as well as rooftop PV and
micro grids; (3) biomass technologies in combustion and
gasification as well as in off-grid mode; (4) small hydro
technologies in grid-connected and off-grid modes; and (5)
advanced biomethanation in grid-connected mode.
The project computed the current levels of central support
to these technologies, and recommended the necessary
equation based on a rigorous methodological approach.
Since it was probably the first time that such an approach
was being undertaken, this project had to simultaneously
develop the methodology and apply it to a large range of RE
technologies in both grid-connected and off-grid modes.

RE Potential Assessment and RE Action Plan for Bihar
The project was awarded by the Department for International
Development (DFID), Govt of UK, (following competitive
bidding) in the financial year 2010–11. The objective of the
project was to conduct resource assessment of all RE sources
in the state of Bihar and develop a state-level action plan to
enable the Government of Bihar to comprehensively enlarge
the scope of RE development in the state.
Continuing into 2011–12, the Centre continued its work,
assessing the potential of wind, solar (both grid-connected
and off-grid), biomass and biomethanation generation (in
both modes), and small hydro. An Action Plan was developed,
which recommended the necessary steps and targets for
development of policy and regulatory approaches and
implementation approaches by the state nodal agency and
utilities. Select central agencies, banks, and RE companies
were also invited to participate in the exercise, as important
roles were envisaged for them in the future.
Future of Coal Electricity in India and Sustainable
Alternatives
The main objectives of the project are:
i. Assess the coal demand and supply (including from
external sources) for thermal power generation, keeping
2045 as the time horizon for projections (considering that
projects continue to be established upto 2020).
ii. Evaluate the emerging and future national and
international constraints and risks for coal-based thermal
generation.
iii. Survey the environmental, economic, and social impacts
of coal-based generation.
iv. Highlight the fact that the current coal-based strategy
could hamper India’s future energy security and growth.
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Centre for Climate and Sustainability Policy
v. Generate sustainable policy alternatives for future electricity
generation, based on an aggressive transition to renewable sources of
energy.
vi. Scenario generation based on 'forced RE' alternatives, with higher
decadal targets for green power in the electricity mix at the national
level.
Four internal groups within WISE were formed, namely the Resource
Group, the Externalities Group, the Economics Group, and the
Alternatives Group, which are working in parallel on different aspects
(chapters) of the study. The project activity is ongoing and the project
will continue through 2012–13, wherein a study report will be
prepared. Dissemination activities are also planned as part of the
project.

Ajay Nayak, Principal Secretary (Energy), Govt of Bihar, inaugurating
the introductory workshop on ‘Renewable Energy Action Plan for
Bihar’ held in Patna. On his right is Sanjeev Ghotge, Jt. Director
(Research) & Head, Centre for Climate and Sustainablity Policy,
WISE.

Training Programme on Climate Change and the Future of Economic
Development and Governance
The training programme was held in October 2011 in WISE and was
specifically designed to provide a panoramic view of climate change
science, the ensuing environmental and social crises, the crisis of energy
security, as well as the likely range of solutions to be sought for adaptation
and mitigation. These included the central role of energy, fuel, food and
water, as well as other environmental resources and materials. For the
time-bound implementation of these solutions, a range of governance
and institutional issues needed to be dealt with in the near future; an
outline and discussion of these was also included as part of the
programme.

A view of the audience at the workshop on 'Climate Change and the
Future of Economic Development and Governance', held in October
2011 in WISE.

The participants who attended included technical and non-technical
personnel from various industries, journalists, NGOs, and other civil
society activists, as well as academics from various disciplines. It provided
a multi-disciplinary overview of the real issues confronting us in the 21st
century and the need to rapidly generate awareness and capabilities for
the future. Vandana Chavan, former Mayor of Pune was the Chief Guest at
the training programme.
OTHER ACTIVITIES
• The Centre for Climate and Sustainability Policy contributed to the
study of the biomass potential in Tamil Nadu, for the project study,
'Action Plan for Comprehensive RE Development in Tamil Nadu',
undertaken by the Centre for Wind Power.
• CCSP also assisted the Centre for Wind Power by contributing four
chapters of the study report titled 'Master Plan for Accelerating
Development of Renewable Energy in Karnataka'.

Sanjeev Ghotge, Jt. Director (Research) & Head, Centre for Climate
and Sustainablity Policy, WISE, speaking at the inauguration of the
workshop on 'Challenges of RE Implementation in Karnataka' held in
January 2012 in Bengaluru. Sitting (from L to R) are N S Prasanna
Kumar, MD, KREDL; O R Narsimhamurthy, GM, KREDL; and Rajendra
Kharul, Sr. Fellow and Head, CWP, WISE.

WISE Annual Report 2011–12
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FUTURE MAJOR ACTIVITIES
• Completion of activities of the project 'Future of Coal Electricity in India and Sustainable Alternatives', and initiation of the
dissemination phase of the study.
• Organising a training programme on 'Model RE-based Micro-grid Power Projects in Remote Areas', to be sponsored by
MNRE, GoI, and the World Bank. This includes development of the course curriculum.
• Preparation of Concept Papers on various issues of sustainability and conducting studies/research on the same.
• Forging partnerships with national and international institutions in the areas of climate change and sustainability policy.

CORE ACTIVITIES: CENTRE FOR CLIMATE AND SUSTAINABILITY POLICY
• Policy research and studies on core issues of sustainability viz. RE, climate change, conventional energy (its dynamics
and impacts vis-à-vis RE), energy security, etc.
• Preparation of state-level climate action plans and state-level RE action plans.
• Policy research into the techno-economics of RE generation.
• Policy research into incentives for RE power.
• Training and capacity building through workshops/seminars/conferences, etc.

6
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Centre for Renewable Regulation and Policy
The Centre for Renewable Regulation and Policy (CRRP) combines policy
expertise with regulatory interventions to promote the development of a
sustainable energy framework for India. The Centre thus works in tandem
with state electricity regulatory commissions and the central and state
governments to bring about suitable regulatory and policy reforms for
enabling accelerated growth of the RE sector. CRRP also lends
consultancy support to RE investors, public and private utilities,
regulatory commissions, etc.

During FY 2011–12, the Centre for Renewable Regulation
and Policy (CRRP) undertook the following activities.

Consultancy Support for Preparation of Tariff Petition for
M/s Rochem Green Energy Pvt Ltd, Mumbai

PROJECTS

CRRP assisted M/s Rochem Green Energy Pvt Ltd for drafting
the petition and presenting the case for project-specific tariff
determination for their proposed municipal solid waste
(MSW) project located in Aurangabad, Maharashtra. This
work was assigned to WISE in October 2011. At present, the
technical validation sessions are being conducted by the
Maharashtra Electricity Regulatory Commission (MERC).

Achieving 12% Green Electricity by 2017
Supported by Shakti Sustainable Energy Foundation, New
Delhi, the project aimed at determining how the national
target of 15% RE by 2020, as specified in the National Action
Plan on Climate Change (NAPCC) can be achieved. In order
to strengthen the study and obtain gainful insight into the
subject, WISE organised a multi-stakeholder workshop in
New Delhi in May 2011. The suggestions made at the
workshop were incorporated in the study and the final
report was submitted to the Planning Commission, which
has accepted the recommendations for inclusion in the fiveyear plan targets.
CONSULTANCIES
Systematic Analysis of Annual Revenue Requirement
(ARR) and Tariff Proposals filed by Power Utilities of
Odisha
CRRP assisted the Orissa Electricity Regulatory Commission
(OERC) in systematic analysis of the ARR petition submitted
by the power utilities of Odisha, namely GENCO, GRIDCO,
TRANSCO, DISCOMs and SLDC. The scope of work involved
analysis of the ARR petitions filed by the utilities from the
consumer’s perspective, and preparation of the summary
of the petition. As Consumer Counsel for OERC, CRRP
attended the public hearing and presented its opinion on
the ARR submitted by each utility before OERC. CRRP
summarised the utility-wise objectors’ submissions and
feedback received from utilities before and after the public
hearing. The summaries and detailed analyses by the
Consumer Counsel were incorporated in the tariff orders
issued by OERC.

Consultancy Support to M/s Hi Tech Carbon for preparing
Tariff Petition
On behalf of Hi Tech Carbon (HTC)—a unit of Aditya Birla
Nuvo Ltd—CRRP filed a petition before MERC for
determination of tariff for sale of electricity generated from
HTC’s 23 MW industrial waste-heat-based co-generation
power plant located at Patalganga in Raigad district of
Maharashtra. The prayers made under the petition also
included a request to exempt the renewable purchase
obligation on the captive consumption made by HTC. The
petition has been admitted by MERC in November 2011. The
technical validation sessions and hearings were conducted
during November 2011– March 2012.
Pre-bid Consultancy Support to M/s Pratibha Industries Ltd,
Mumbai, for setting up a Municipal Solid Waste (MSW)
Power Project
CRRP extended support to M/s Pratibha Industries Ltd in
identifying the policy and regulatory risks involved in setting
up a MSW power plant in Taloja, Maharashtra. On the basis of
the policy and regulatory risk assessment made by the
Centre, M/s Pratibha Industries has submitted their bid for
the Taloja MSW power project announced by the Mumbai
Metropolitan Region Development Authority (MMRDA).

WISE Annual Report 2011–12
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Consultancy support to Lloyds Metals and Energy Limited, Mumbai, for
preparing Tariff Petition
CRRP filed a petition before MERC on behalf of Lloyds Metal and Energy Ltd
(LMEL) for determination of tariff for sale of electricity generated from
LMEL’s 30 MW industrial waste-heat-based co-generation power plant at
Ghugus in Chandrapur district of Maharashtra to the DISCOMs. The
petition also includes a request to specify purchase obligation for
electricity generated from such power projects in Maharashtra. After
hearing petitions from both the parties, MERC issued an interim order in
December 2011.
OTHER ACTIVITIES
• CRRP assisted the Centre for Wind Power in the bid evaluation process
for setting up wind power projects for the New and Renewable Energy
Development Corporation of Andhra Pradesh. This project was
completed in January 2012.
• A detailed background note on ‘RE Policy, Regulation and
Implementation Challenges in Karnataka’ was prepared by CRRP for
the one-day Conference on ‘Renewable Energy for Karnataka’s
Development and Energy Security’ held in Bengaluru in January 2012.
The Centre also undertook policy and regulatory analysis for the
'Master Plan for Accelerating Development of RE in Karnataka', which
was prepared by the Centre for Wind Power.
• As part of the study on 'Action Plan for Comprehensive RE
Development in Tamil Nadu', CRRP assisted the Centre for Wind Power
in contributing to the RE policy and regulatory analysis and small hydro
power potential assessment.
• The MNRE/UNDP project 'Comparative Evaluation of Incentives to REbased Grid and Off-grid Systems' was coordinated by the Centre for
Climate and Sustainability Policy. As part of the study, CRRP carried out
the incentive evaluation study of grid-connected and stand-alone
technologies for small hydro power.
• The 'RE Potential Assessment and Renewable Energy Action Plan for
Bihar' project was coordinated by the Centre for Climate and
Sustainability Policy. CRRP contributed towards the study by
undertaking RE policy and regulatory analysis, as well as SHP and
biomass potential assessment.
TRAINING PROGRAMMES
Renewable Energy Certificates: Procedures and Operation
In order to deliberate on the operational issues, procedures, and
institutional structure of the renewable energy certificate (REC)
8
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mechanism, as well as discuss the benefits for RE developers under the
new framework, a one-day training programme on 'Renewable Energy
Certificates: Procedures and Operation' was organised in the WISE training
hall in September 2011. CRRP designed the entire training programme,
besides preparing the course material. Around 40 participants from the RE
sector attended the workshop. They included senior-level officials from
the National Load Despatch Centre, Indian Energy Exchange, Maharashtra
Energy Development Agency (MEDA), trading companies, etc.

Training Programme on 'Renewable Energy
Certificates: Procedures and Operation'

FUTURE MAJOR ACTIVITIES
• Work as Compliance Auditor in the area of RECs for the Central
Electricity Regulatory Commission and OERC.
• Carry out MSW tariff fixation assignment for Vadodara and Surat in
Gujarat, and Sikar in Rajasthan.

(From L to R) Surendra Pimparkhedkar, Fellow & Head, CRRP,
WISE; and Sanjeev Ghotge, Jt. Director (Research) & Head,
Centre for Climate and Sustainablity Policy, WISE, during the
inauguration of the workshop held in September 2011.

• Undertake wind power tariff revision in Karnataka for the Indian Wind
Turbine Manufacturers’ Association (IWTMA), Chennai.
• Provide assistance to the Gujarat Electricity Regulatory Commission in
wind power tariff determination in Gujarat.

A snapshot of the audience at the training programme.

CORE ACTIVITIES: CENTRE FOR RENEWABLE REGULATION AND POLICY
The Centre for Renewable Regulation and Policy participates in projects in the area of renewable energy policy and
regulation across the county. CRRP has been empanelled as a consultant by the State Electricity Regulatory
Commissions (SERCs) of Maharashtra, Odisha, and Gujarat. In future, the Centre intends to get registered with all
SERCs in India to provide institutional support to them in a holistic and systematic manner, for facilitating the
transition to a sustainable energy economy. CRRP has developed expertise in the following key areas:
• RE potential assessment.
• RE tariff determination.
• Preparation of tariff petition and participation in regulatory processes.
• Renewable purchase obligation (RPO) mechanism.
• Renewable energy certificate (REC) mechanism.
• RE policy formulation.
• Policy and regulatory risk assessment.
• Annual Revenue Requirement scrutiny and tariff determination for distribution licensees.
• Conducting training programmes in the area of policy and regulation.

WISE Annual Report 2011–12
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Centre for Solar Energy
Th
e Centre for Solar Energy (CSE) is a dedicated and specialised Centre, striving for
the advancement of the solar sector in the country. It is involved in myriad
functions such as techno-economic and resource assessment, preparation of
solar roadmaps, incentive structures, model tariff, etc. The Centre is actively
engaged in guiding both the corporate and government sectors through
various stages of project development for different solar technologies,
right from the conception stage upto post-installation certification.
Proactive consultancy provided to various solar power projects has

The Centre for Solar Energy (CSE) undertook the following
major activities in 2011–12.
PROJECTS
Preparation of the Solar Roadmap for Karnataka
The assignment was entrusted to WISE by the Karnataka
Renewable Energy Development Limited (KREDL). The
roadmap outlines procedures and institutional mechanisms
for speedy development of the solar sector in the state, such
as undertaking capacity building of KREDL, establishing a
solar radiation database, setting yearly targets for gridconnected and off-grid solar power; installing solar
demonstration projects, preparing a grid-connectivity
master plan, providing tax incentives for solar applications,
etc. The final report has since been submitted.
CONSULTANCIES
Preparation of Detailed Project Report (DPR) for 5 MW
Solar PV Grid-interactive Power Plant in Bihar
The Bihar State Electronics Development Corporation Ltd
(Beltron) entrusted WISE to prepare a DPR for its 5 MW solar PV
grid-interactive power plant at Rampurwaa in West Champaran
district of Bihar. The DPR provides site feasibility analysis, solar
resource assessment, technology due-diligence, technical
design specifications, project cost estimates, energy generation
estimates and performance simulation, financial modelling and
techno-commercial feasibility assessment, etc. It also discusses
the implications of RPO, RECs, and CDM benefits. The final
report has been submitted to Beltron.
Preparation and Evaluation of Bid Document for
Establishing Solar Resource Measuring Stations in
Maharashtra

10
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The Maharashtra Energy Development Agency (MEDA)
entrusted WISE with this assignment, the scope of which
involved preparing the bid document, undertaking bid
evaluation, identifying the equipment supplier, preparing
purchase order and monitoring /supervising the
establishment of solar resource measuring stations in
Maharashtra. The final bid document has been submitted to
MEDA.
Consultancy for Effective Implementation of Government
Orders/Building bye-laws in States/Municipal
Corporations for Mandatory Installation of Solar Water
Heating Systems in Functional Buildings in Southern and
Western Regions of the country.
WISE was awarded this consultancy by the Ministry of New
and Renewable Energy, Govt. of India, in March 2012. The
project is being implemented under the 'Global Solar Water
Heating Market Transformation and Strengthening
Initiative: India Country Programme’ of the United Nations
Development Programme (UNDP)/Global Environment
Facility (GEF). The scope of the work involves two stages:
Task I–assessment of the status of implementation of
government orders (GOs) issued by the Ministry of Urban
Development in all the states and municipalities of the
region, and Task II–issuing/revision of existing GOs/bye-laws
and their effective implementation/enforcement in
selected states/municipal corporations/urban local bodies
where it is not being done. As envisaged in Task-I, copies of
GOs/building bye-laws were obtained from the respective
Urban Development Departments (UDDs) and municipal
authorities, and the collection has been produced as a
booklet. Task-II comprises organising workshops and highlevel meetings in the states of Maharashtra, Gujarat, Andhra
Pradesh, Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, and Kerala. This exercise
will be taken up in FY 2012–13.

Centre for Solar Energy
TRAINING PROGRAMMES

Training Programme on 'Solar
Technology for Industrial Process Heating '

Solar Technology for Industrial Process Heating
The Centre for Solar Energy devised and conducted a unique two-day
training programme on ‘Solar Technology for Industrial Process Heating’
to impart training on solar process heating technology applications and its
design, and also analyse the financial viability and available government
incentives. The programme was held in July 2011 in the WISE training hall,
and speakers included WISE's in-house faculty and experts from reputed
companies. The programme witnessed the presence of 25–30
enthusiastic participants representing various sectors such as the
chemical process industry, agricultural processing and dairy industries,
water heating and power industry, etc. The programme culminated in
useful interactions between technology seekers and solution providers.
The participants were highly appreciative of the content of the
programme and felt that it helped them in understanding the latest
developments in the industry.

(From L to R) Dr Sudhir Kumar, Senior Fellow & Head, CSE, WISE; and
G M Pillai, Founder Director General, WISE, at the inauguration of the
training programme held in July 2011.

OTHER ACTIVITIES
Comparative Assessment of Crystalline and Thin-Film PV Technologies in
India
Grid-connected solar power uses either crystalline or thin-film solar PV
technologies. While crystalline PV has been in the market for the last two
decades, thin-film is a relatively new entrant. The choice between the two
is influenced mainly by the initial cost, technical aspects, and
environmental implications. In order to present a balanced view regarding
the two technologies which would prove beneficial to all stakeholders,
WISE undertook a comparative assessment of these two technologies
based on four critical perspectives: the perspectives of equity investors,
debt investors (lenders), institutional entities (including central and state
governments), and the society (based on environmental externalities).
The study is neutral with respect to technologies, companies, lenders,
institutions and societal interests.

The delegates attending a session at the training programme.

The following conclusions were drawn from the study:
Ÿ Thin-films do not have the cost advantage in terms of initial investment

costs over crystalline solar cells.
Ÿ The return on equity is higher for crystalline PV as compared to thin-film

technology.
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Centre for Solar Energy
The Debt Service Coverage Ratio is higher for crystalline PV as
compared to thin-film. Projects based on crystalline PV will therefore have
lower technology risk as compared to thin-film.
Ÿ

Ÿ Evaluated over the entire project lifetime of 25 years, i.e. in the long

term, crystalline technology scores significantly higher than thin-film
technology. Moreover, projects based on crystalline technologies can
probably continue generating beyond 25 years, making them more
attractive.
Ÿ Crystalline technologies require less land per MW compared to thin-

film technologies. This is important from the policy perspective of both
central and state governments.

Crystalline PV

The assignment establishes an independent point of view on the use of
both the technologies, creates authentic documentation of technical
aspects and their practical implications, while at the same time providing
guidelines for solar PV investors, developers, policy-makers, regulators,
utilities, and other stakeholders.
FUTURE MAJOR ACTIVITIES
• Conducting studies and research on core issues of solar development .
• Acting as lender’s engineer for financial institutions and owner's
engineer for private investors/solar developers.
• Organising training programmes/seminars on grid-connected and offgrid solar power.
Thin-film

CORE ACTIVITIES: CENTRE FOR SOLAR ENERGY
• Prepare feasibility studies, detailed project reports, tender documents, and detailed financial modelling of solar power
projects.
• Provide consultancy support as lender’s engineer, owner’s engineer, peer reviewer, and government consultant.
• Provide consultancy support for tendering procedure, bid evaluation and project monitoring at the time of
implementation.
• Serve as consultant to investors, project developers, industrial houses, government and non-government agencies, as
well as regulatory authorities, offering end-to-end solutions for solar project development.
• Assess the solar energy resources available in favourable regions across the country to obtain grid-connected and offgrid potential, and prepare solar roadmaps for different states in India.

12
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Centre for Training and Conferences
The Centre for Training and Conferences (CTC) at WISE conceptualises and
organises various capacity building workshops and training programmes to
tackle the serious issue of shortage of skilled human resources for the RE
industry. It aims to create trained and efficient professionals capable of
achieving high levels of competency, thus leading the RE sector into a
new-age energy era. Besides, the Centre also boasts of an exclusive, inhouse 'event management' team that organises national and
international level conferences and exhibitions on renewable energy
in different parts of the country.

Some of the major programmes organised and/or
supported by the Centre for Training and Conferences
(CTC) during 2011–12 are as follows:
CONFERENCES
Wind Power India 2011
CTC was responsible for marketing and organising the
exhibition conducted in connection with the international
conference ‘Wind Power India 2011’ organised by WISE in
association with the Global Wind Energy Council (GWEC)
and the Indian Wind Turbine Manufacturers’ Association
(IWTMA) in Chennai during 7–9 April 2011. CTC undertook
an aggressive and persistent marketing strategy for selling
the exhibition space, which resulted in garnering over 120
national and international exhibitors.
The Centre also provided logistical support and made
accommodation arrangements for dignitaries, speakers,
and organisers during the conference.
Renewable Energy for Karnataka’s Development and
Energy Security
WISE organised a one-day conference on ‘Renewable
Energy for Karnataka’s Development and Energy Security’ in
Bengaluru in January 2012. The conference was supported
by the Government of Karnataka, and the Karnataka
Renewable Energy Development Limited (KREDL). The main
objective of the conference was to provide a thorough
understanding of the prevailing environment for
development of renewables in the state, identify the
challenges and barriers in implementation of the Karnataka
Renewable Energy Policy, and chart a future roadmap for
the growth of the renewable sector in the state.

The conference was inaugurated by Shamim Banu,
Additional Chief Secretary, Power, Government of
Karnataka, and the Guest of Honour was N S Prasanna
Kumar, MD, KREDL. The report titled 'Master Plan for
Accelerating Development of Renewable Energy in
Karnataka' prepared by WISE was released in the conference
at the hands of Ms Shamim Banu and officially submitted to
the Government of Karnataka.
The conference was well represented by people from
various government institutions and RE industries and
discussed the importance of renewables to achieve energy
security in Karnataka and the critical challenges faced by it.
Speakers and panelists included eminent persons
representing the Government of Karnataka and different
renewable energy industries. The Centre provided logistical
and organisational support for the conference and
contributed significantly towards its success.
TRAINING PROGRAMMES AND WORKSHOPS
During 2011–12, the Centre offered suitable logistical and
organisational support for the following programmes:
• One-day workshop on ‘Achieving 12% Green Electricity by
2017’ held in May 2011 in New Delhi (details on pg. 7).
• Initiation workshop on ‘Action Plan for Comprehensive
Renewable Energy Development in Tamil Nadu’ held in
November 2011 in Chennai (details on pg.2).
• Workshop on ‘Challenges of Renewable Energy
Implementation in Karnataka’ held in January 2012 in
Bengaluru for the wind sector and other RE technologies.
The workshop was a prelude to the one-day conference
on 'RE for Karnataka’s Development and Energy Security'.
Ÿ

Training programme on 'Solar Technology for Industrial
Process Heating’ held in July 2011 (details on pg. 11).
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Centre for Training and Conferences
Training programme on ‘Renewable Energy Certificates: Procedures
and Operation’ held in September 2011 (details on pg. 8).
Ÿ

Ÿ

Training programme on ‘Climate Change and the Future of Economic
Development and Governance’ held in October 2011 (details on pg. 5).

Ÿ

Training Programme on ‘Small Wind and Hybrid Systems:
Opportunities and Challenges’ held in October 2011 (details on pg. 1).

FUTURE MAJOR ACTIVITIES
• Conducting training programmes on: Model RE-based micro-grid
power projects in remote areas, renewable energy certificates, solar
PV power designing and project development, investment
opportunities in the wind power sector, etc.

G M Pillai, Founder Director General, WISE, addressing the
participants during the inauguration of the workshop on 'Action Plan
for Comprehensive RE Development in Tamil Nadu, held in Chennai
in November 2011.

• Undertaking preparatory work for organising a major international
conference and exhibition titled ‘Wind Power India 2012’ to be held12in
Chennai during 28–30 November 2012, in collaboration with GWEC
and IWTMA.

N S Prasanna Kumar, MD, KREDL, lighting the ceremonial lamp at
the inauguration of the conference on 'RE for Karnataka's
Development and Energy Security' held in January 2012. On his
right is Shamim Banu, Addl. Chief Secretary (Power), Govt. of
Karnataka (Chief Guest), and G M Pillai, Founder DG, WISE.

(From L to R) Sanjeev Ghotge, Jt. Director & Head, CCSP, WISE; and
Surendra Pimparkhedkar, Fellow & Head, CRRP, WISE, during the
inauguration of the training programme on ‘RECs: Procedures and
Operation’ held in September 2011 in WISE.

CORE ACTIVITIES: CENTRE FOR TRAINING AND CONFERENCES
• Organising training programmes, conferences, exhibitions, seminars, etc., that would act as a catalyst in influencing
policy decisions and bring about reforms to facilitate development of renewable energy.
• Conducting in-house training for WISE personnel as well as training programmes/conferences for external agencies such
as state nodal agencies, so as to enhance capacity building and create core competencies within the respective
organisations.
• Providing logistical support to other Centres of WISE in their activities.

14
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Centre for Communications and Coordination
Going beyond its established role of being an information and knowledge
provider in the RE sector, the Centre for Communications and Coordination
(CCC) has widened its scope of activities to play a more proactive role. The
Centre combines the entire gamut of communication activities with
concerted coordination, starting from within the organisation to
communications networking with national and international agencies,
thus taking communications to the next level...that of synchronised
and multi-level communications networking.

In 2011–12, the Centre for Communications and
Coordination (CCC) carried out the following activities.

The magazine’s popularity has steadily increased over the
years, and this is reflected in the growing circulation figures,
which has now gone beyond 5,000+ subscribers.

PUBLICATIONS
Green Energy
Green Energy—the only magazine dedicated to sustainable
energy development in India—has evolved considerably
over the past eight years, and is today recognised as a
valuable bimonthly catering to the government sector,
policy and decision makers, renewable energy developers,
manufacturers and investors, researchers, academicians,
consultants, etc. The magazine's primary mission is to
publish news reports, feature articles, and major studies
that deal with renewable energy technologies, sustainable
development, energy conservation, and also those related
to climate change. Green Energy also raises and discusses
major issues relevant to the growth of the renewable
energy sector and aids in its development. Besides, book
reviews and expert comments also find space in the
magazine. Each issue of the magazine is thus replete with indepth information aimed at creating a sustainable future.

The Only Holistic Publication on Sustainable Energy in India

The Only Holistic Publication on Sustainable Energy in India

Vol. 7. Nos. 3–4 May-June & July-Aug 2011 Price Re 1/-

The Only Holistic Publication on Sustainable Energy in India

Vol. 7. Nos. 5–6 Sept-Oct & Nov-Dec 2011 Price Re 1/-

News
RE 'rules the roost'; investments soar in 2010
Deployment of RE can help restrict GHG emissions, says IPCC
GDP goes ‘green’!
Bidders achieve financial closure
in Phase I of JNNSM
NCEF Guidelines issued
Gujarat introduces green cess

Achieving 15%

During FY 2011–12, three issues of the magazine were
brought out, each of which besides covering the regular
news and features, focused on a central theme. The
May–June & July–Aug 2011 combined issue highlighted the
WISE study titled 'Achieving 12% Green Electricity by
2017'—focusing on how the national renewable energy
target specified in the National Action Plan on Climate
Change (NAPCC) can be achieved. The Sept–Oct & Nov–Dec
2011 special issue presented in-depth information of the
global green vehicle industry; covering the manufacturing,
technological, infrastructural, and other aspects. The
Jan–Feb 2012 issue of Green Energy was dedicated to the
unique initiative of the United Nations, which declared 2012
as the 'International Year of Sustainable Energy for All'.
Another major highlight of the issue was a special feature on
renewable energy development in Karnataka—one of the
pioneering states in terms of RE development in the country.
Besides presenting comprehensive information regarding
the scope and potential of the various
RE sectors, the feature also carried
state-specific initiatives with which
WISE has been closely associated.

Concentrated Photovoltaics
comes of age

The GREEN Future
of Personal Mobility

Green Electricity

Vol. 8. No. 1

Jan-Feb 2012

Price Re 1/-

perspective
Thoughts on the eve of the
International Year of
Sustainable Energy

SPECIAL FEATURE ON
RENEWABLE ENERGY

by 2020

IN

KARNATAKA

Annual Report 2010–2011

HIGHLIGHTS

Interviews with Shamim Banu, IAS, Addl. Chief Secretary (Power),
Govt. of Karnataka; & N S Prasanna Kumar, IAS, MD, KREDL
Highlights of Karnataka RE Policy (2009–14) & Solar Policy (2011–16)
Karnataka: Challenges of Wind Power Development
Grid-connected Solar Power in Karnataka
Challenges of RE Regulation in Karnataka
Karnataka Renewable Energy Master Plan by WISE (Extract)

NEWS

NEWS

COP 17 makes headway in climate negotiations
New global record set in clean energy investments in 2011

EU makes 45% RE by 2030 mandatory
PV-Thermal hybrids: The new-age solar innovation
Wind’s glorious reign continues to expand globally

AUTHOR PROFILE, REVIEW & BOOK EXTRACT
Meet Barry Commoner: the prophetic energy visionary

Grid-connected RE crosses 22,000 MW in 2011 in India
Government directs PSEs to invest in RE
Solar power: cheaper than diesel?
REC trading expected to touch `100 crore by year-end

India wakes up to rare earth urgency
‘Sunny’ days for telecom towers
REC trading gathers pace
JNNSM announces Phase I, Batch II guidelines
Rajasthan introduces solar energy policy

States: time for tryst with green energy

The Centre published the Annual
Report for the year 2010–11, which
was widely received for its sleek
presentation and aesthetic appeal.
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Centre for Communications and Coordination
Homepage of
'RE for Karnataka's Development and
Energy Security' Conference Website

Homepage of ‘Wind Power India 2011'
Conference Website

Publicity and Co-ordination Activities
The Centre for Communications and Coordination is actively engaged in
enhancing publicity for the major activities undertaken by WISE. During
2011–12, the Centre was involved in the following publicity activities:
One of the major events co-organised by WISE during this financial year was
‘Wind Power India 2011’ for which the Centre carried out extensive
networking with the media. Right from forging partnerships with the media to
organising Press conferences and preparing Press releases and advertisement
material for the print media, the Centre was closely involved in the event at
every step. CCC teamed up with the media co-ordinator for the conference
and prepared the Press Kit which included the media release and other
background material for the pre-event press conferences held in Chennai,
Bengaluru, and Pune. Another critical assignment undertaken by CCC in the
months leading up to the conference was the conceptualisation and designing
of publicity material, which included a Conference flyer, a Sponsorship
brochure, 2 Conference brochures, and a brochure for the ‘One-day
Conference on Small Wind Power and Hybrid Systems’, which was a major
side-event of the 'Wind Power India 2011' conference-cum-exhibition. The
Centre also prepared the Conference advertisements and a curtain raiser
feature about the event which appeared in major English newspapers .
Likewise, the Centre undertook the publicity for the conference on
‘Renewable Energy for Karnataka’s Development and Energy Security’ held in
January 2012 in Bengaluru. The Centre also closely coordinated with the PR
agency in conducting pre-event Press meets in Bengaluru, Pune, Chennai, and
New Delhi, which ensured good media coverage for the event. The publicity
material for the conference and Press meets (brochures, Press
notes/releases, etc) was also prepared by the Centre.
Besides, CCC also ensured good publicity for the conference on ‘Renewable
Energy Certificates: Procedures and Operation’ held in September 2011.
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
The Information Technology (IT) division of the Centre for Communications
and Coordination plays a vital and integral role in WISE’s everyday functioning.
The IT division has always striven to provide a leading place to WISE in the
virtual world by upgrading existing technologies and incorporating the latest
tools available in the market.
During the current financial year 2011–2012, the Information Technology
division undertook the following assignments:
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Centre for Communications and Coordination
Designing, Development and Updation of Websites
1) WISE website updation: The WISE website was updated on a regular basis to
provide information on the latest developments taking place in the
organisation. The latest issues of Green Energy were also uploaded on the site.
2) ‘Wind Power India 2011’ Pre and Post-Conference Website: The IT division
was responsible for developing the pre and post-conference website of this
mega conference. While the pre-conference website provided
comprehensive information of the event along with other material relating to
marketing and publicity of the conference, the post-event website included a
round-up of the event and downloadable versions of the presentations of the
main conference, the Small Wind Conference, and the Knowledge Fora.
Besides, major publications released at the conference, namely the India
Wind Energy Outlook 2011 and the special issue of Green Energy were
uploaded on the website. Photographs of the conference and the exhibition,
and press coverage of the event were also featured on the website.
3) ‘RE for Karnataka’s Development and Energy Security’ Conference Website:
The IT division developed the website providing information on the
conference, details about speakers, sponsorship opportunities, etc. The
presentations were also uploaded on the website.
Information Broadcasting: The e-copy of Green Energy has seen its demand
soaring this year with the subscriber base touching 4000, adding nearly 1000
subscribers from the previous year.
Preparation of Internet and E-mail Policy Guidelines for WISE Employees: The IT
division conceptualised a set of Internet and e-mail usage guidelines aimed at
improving efficiency and effectiveness of the Internet and e-mail usage in the
organisation.
LIBRARY AND DOCUMENTATION CENTRE
The WISE Library and Documentation Centre has emerged as a one-of-its-kind
specialised information centre on energy, environment, and sustainable
development. The library houses a comprehensive collection of books, journals,
audio-visual resources and news clippings.
Status of Books/Periodicals/CDs for 2011–2012
§ Total number of books purchased
§ Total number of books available
§ Total number of periodicals available

(23 subscribed and 15 complimentary)
§ Total number of CDs available

73
1969
38
86
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WISE Press
WISE Press evolved out of the urgent need to fill the void existing in the area
of books published on renewable energy and sustainable development,
especially in the Indian context. WISE Press has been producing books
catering to these sectors and has now gained a firm foothold in this niche
area.
Written by experts drawn from relevant fields, books by WISE are
well-known for their succint interpretation, their clarity of thought,
and indepth knowledge of the subject at hand.

Commensurate with the first objective of WISE, namely ‘To
be a premier outreach centre for communications,
information and knowledge transfer, in the fields of
sustainable energy, sustainable development and energy
conservation’, WISE Press seeks to publish books that are
‘agents of change’, books that promote sustainable energy
through increased understanding and practical know-how.
Leading experts with first-hand and continuing involvement
with their topics of expertise are chosen, by invitation, to
write for WISE Press.
Books
The book, A Solar Future for India continued to sell well and
was reviewed in several periodicals and journals including
Current Science and Down to Earth.
WISE Press considered several open source software
packages for layout of books and decided to explore
'Scribus' in greater depth.

OTHER ACTIVITIES
Copy editing
WISE Press undertook copy editing of project reports,
project proposals, business plans and other documents,
including a brochure for the Centre for Solar Energy,
highlights and summary of proceedings of the premier
international conference cum exhibition on wind, 'Wind
Power India 2011', WISE’s training calendar for 2011–12,
‘Action Plan for Comprehensive RE Development in Tamil
Nadu', ‘A Solar Roadmap for Karnataka’, and DPRs for solar
power plants of National Thermal Power Corporation .
Training
WISE Press also began in-house training of researchers on
writing skills and conducted a number of sessions for the
Centre for Solar Energy on such topics as writing executive
summaries, handling abbreviations, style for SI units, tables,
charts, searching the Internet, citation and references,
writing e-mails, and common errors in writing English.

The So lar
Entrepreneur’s
Handbook

Forewords by

Dr Farooq Abdullah
Dr Hermann Scheer

Geoff Stapleton
Lalith Gunaratne
Peter J M Konings
Bibek Bandyopadhyay
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(From L to R) N S Prasanna Kumar, MD, KREDL; Shamim Banu, Addl. Chief Secretary (Power), Govt. of
Karnataka, and G M Pillai, Founder Director General, WISE, at the inauguration of the one-day conference on
'Renewable Energy for Karnataka's Development and Energy Security' held in January 2012 in Bengaluru.

Vandana Chavan, Former Mayor of Pune delivering the inaugural address of the workshop on 'Climate
Change and the Future of Economic Development and Governance' held in October 2011 in WISE. Seated on
her right is Sanjeev Ghotge, Joint Director (Research) and Head, Centre for Climate and Sustainability Policy,
WISE.

ABOUT WISE
The World institute of Sustainable Energy (WISE) is a not-for-profit
institute committed to the cause of promoting sustainable energy
and sustainable development, with specific emphasis on issues
related to renewable energy, energy security, and climate change.
Since its inception in 2004, WISE has pioneered many important
initiatives in the above areas. These include:
• Policy research and policy advocacy in critical areas like wind
power and solar energy, future of coal electricity in India,
transition to a sustainable energy system by 2050, etc.
• Piloting a model Renewable Energy law for India.
• Developing a renewable energy pathway for achieving the target
of 15% RE by 2020, as specified by the National Action Plan on
Climate Change (NAPCC). The Government of India has
officially accepted WISE’s findings for inclusion in the five-year
plan targets.
• Developing state-level action plans for climate mitigation through
accelerated deployment of clean energy technologies in many Indian states.
• Engaging in developing state-level RE policies and capacity building for state RE development agencies.
• Communication and outreach activities to propagate the need for renewables.
• Research initiatives to prove the long-term viability of renewables.
• Training more than 4000 personnel in various areas of RE development.
• Providing consultancy to RE manufacturers, developers and governments.

World Institute of Sustainable Energy
44 Hindustan Estates,
Road No.2, Kalyani Nagar, Pune 411 006
Tel: +91-20-26613832/55 Fax: +91-20-26611438
E-mail: wiseinfo@wisein.org Website: www.wisein.org

www.shaileshartprint.com

The different specialist Centres in WISE work together in the true tradition of inter-disciplinary learning,
team spirit, and knowledge sharing. WISE is the pioneering institution in India to possess such all-round
expertise most essential to propel the country towards sustainability in the 21st century.

